How to make a Quattro Unit a transmitter and the other units receivers.
1 ‐ Connect a DMX 512 cable from the output of a DMX 512 console or DMX 512
software to the desired input of a Quattro fixture to become you transmitter/
master. Make sure your controller source is on and sending DMX protocol signals
to your Quattro unit.
2 ‐ On this same unit that will be your transmitter / master next to the antenna
you will find a LED indicator and a red push button. In order for this unit to
become a transmitter the LED indicator most be solid yellow on. If the LED is
blinking or pulsing you are not in the right mode. To set the unit as a
transmitter hold down the red Tx/Rx button and at the same time shut off the
transceiver on / off switch on the back panel of the unit. Then well still
holding down the red push button turn on the transceiver on /off switch and
release the red push button after a second. If the LED indicator is now solid
yellow this unit now is a transmitter. (Note: if the LED indicator is not solid
and blinking or pulsing repeat the steps above until the LED is solid yellow on.)
3 ‐ On the units that will become receivers the LED indicator must be completely
off. Follow the same steps above to achieve this. (Note: this same process must
be done to all the units you will like to be receivers and this is unlimited.)
4 ‐ Once steps 1, 2 and 3 are done above you will have one unit as your
transmitter / master with the LED solid yellow on and all other units as receiver
/ slave and the LED will be completely off.
5 ‐ Your final step is to link the transmitter unit to the receiver units.
On your transmitter / master unit press the red push down bottom quickly. Now the
transmitter unit will send a signal to all the receivers units. At this time you
will see all the LED indicator on the units blinking fast. Once the transmitter
unit finds the best frequency to transmit all the LED indicators will be solid
yellow. Now you are ready to go.
Note: if you don't want to use any of the units as a transmitter and will be
using a Black Box or other Wireless Solutions transmitters the process for the
receiver units will be the same as step 3, 4, 5. Then on that Black Box you will
push down the red button to link all the receiver units to the Black Box.

